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With the rapid growth of the World Wide Web, demand for internet bandwidth has

risen sharply [1]. This demand for data naturally creates network congestion and tends to

increase retrieval latency. In order to reduce the demand for bandwidth and to improve

retrieval latency, several agencies have begun to implement network caching for the inter-

net (examples may be found in [2], [3], and [4]).

The main idea in network caching is to create copies of network accessible docu-

ments which are “closer” (either physically, with respect to transmission cost, or with

respect to latency) than the home location of the document. The current efforts have

largely been based on demand placement techniques such as LRU. That is, when a user

requests a document, a copy of that document is cached in the closest cache to the user.

While this may be the proper approach for moderate size data objects such as a typical

HTML document, a more conservative approach may be warranted for large objects such

as video data. Indeed, in this work, the authors propose an algorithm for allocating net-

work storage and communication resources for large multimedia objects.

The size of an object is significant for two related reasons. The first reason is that

miscaching a large object incurs a greater real cost than caching a smaller object. When

one considers that a real cost is associated with disk space ($/MB/month), the penalty

incurred by miscaching a gigabyte size object becomes obvious. The second reason is that
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the costs associated with “intelligent caching” become more tolerable when considering

large objects such as video objects rather than small objects such as HTML pages. For

example, the space required to maintain access history for an object is relatively indepen-

dent of the object size, and therefore, the meta-data space required for  large objects rep-

resents a smaller fraction of the usable storage space than the meta-data space required for

 smaller objects.

The utility of network caching becomes clear through straightforward cost analysis

considerations. The cost of internet-class bandwidth has been reported to be decreasing at

a rate of 30% per year [5]. Hard disk prices are also decreasing at an exponential rate [6].

However, in the case of disk prices, the rate is 50% per year. Considering the current cost

of bandwidth and disk prices, we see that caching an object is beneficial if it is accessed

just a handful of times per month [7]. Furthermore, because disk storage cost is decreasing

more rapidly than network cost, network caching will become more beneficial in the

future.

In order to derive maximum utility from network caching however, the network

system must determine both the appropriate objects to cache and alsowhere to cache those

objects. Determining the location of cached copies has been termed the File Allocation

Problem and shown to be NP-complete for general networks [8]. However, the authors

have developed a solution for tree networks whose worst-case execution time is .

An important feature of this algorithm is that it isdistributed. That is, a globally optimal

solution is achieved without centralized computation. This is possible because each node

makes a number of local calculations and then forwards the results to its parent node. We

have instituted a parent-child hierarchy to mimic the routing techniques employed in the

internet. Each multimedia object considered is assigned to a home node. Each client, then,
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may query caches on the path from the client to the home node. If a cached copy is found

along that path, that copy is returned. Otherwise, the client fetches the object from the

home node.

In conclusion, the authors have developed an optimal network caching algorithm.

Further, this algorithm is distributed and behaves with worst-case execution time which is

.
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